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A simple interpolation model for the carrier
mobility in Trigate and gate-all-around silicon
NWFETs
Zaiping Zeng, François Triozon, Sylvain Barraud and Yann-Michel Niquet

Abstract—We compute the electron and hole mobilities in
Trigate and gate-all-around silicon nanowires (SiNWs) within
the non equilibrium Green’s Functions (NEGF) framework. We
then derive a simple model for the dependence of the mobility
on the SiNW width and height. This model interpolates between
the square SiNW and thin film limits. In order to provide
a complete description of the mobility in SiNW devices, we
calculate the phonon, surface roughness and remote Coulomb
limited mobilities of square nanowires and of thin films with
side or thickness t = 5, 7 and 10 nm. The mobility of arbitrary
rectangular SiNWs with width W = t or height H = t can then
be reconstructed from these partial mobilities using Matthiessen’s
rule. We show that these models successfully reproduce the trends
measured on n- and p-type devices with different widths and
orientations.
Index Terms—Green’s functions; Mobility; Nanowire devices

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

OR the past two decades, metal-oxide-semiconductor
field-effect transistors have evolved from planar, singlegate to three-dimensional multi-gate structures such as Trigate
and Gate-all-around (GAA) silicon nanowire (SiNW) devices
[1]–[4]. The transport properties of SiNWs channels have been
extensively studied, both experimentally [5]–[11] and theoretically [12]–[29]. Nonetheless, the transition from rectangular
SiNWs to thin films remains unclear. A facet model has been
widely used to interpret the size dependence of the carrier
mobility in rectangular SiNWs devices [8], [11]. In this model,
the SiNW is split into four independent facets, which are
assumed to behave as planar channels. However, the facet
model does not always reproduce the experimental trends.
Sekaric et al. have related these discrepancies to the formation
of “corner channels” in SiNWs [8]. The simplest facet model
also likely breaks down in ultra-thin SiNWs where the carriers
flow closer to the axis of the device.
In this work, we compute the carrier mobility in n-type
and p-type Trigate and GAA silicon nanowire field effect
transistors (NWFETs) with [100] and [110] orientations. We
use a non-equilibrium Green’s Functions (NEGF) approach
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[30], which explicitly accounts for quantum confinement and
carrier scattering by phonons (PH), surface roughness (SR)
and remote Coulomb charges (RCS) (section II). Based on the
numerical results, we develop a simple but effective model that
describes the size dependence of the carrier mobility in rectangular SiNWs over a wide range of dimensions (section III).
This model only takes the mobilities of the thin film devices
and of the square NW devices as inputs. These two limits are
widely studied experimentally, and are among the easiest to
address numerically. In order to provide a complete description
of the mobility in these devices, we also compute the partial
PH, SR and RCS electron and hole mobilities, for square NW
and planar devices with different thicknesses and orientations.
We finally show that these models successfully reproduce the
experimental trends for different channel orientations (section
IV).
II. DEVICES AND METHODOLOGY
The simulated devices are undoped, rectangular GAA and
Trigate SiNW channels with width W and height H. The
Trigate devices are etched in a (001) Silicon-On-Insulator
(SOI) layer. They are lying on a 25 nm thick buried oxide
(BOX), and either a n-doped substrate for n-NWFETs (donor
concentration Nd = 1018 cm−3 ) or a p-doped substrate for
p-NWFETs (acceptor concentration Na = 1018 cm−3 ). All
facets except the bottom one are surrounded by the gate. We
consider both [100] [with {001} facets] and [110] [with horizontal (001) and vertical (11̄0) facets] channel orientations.
The gate-stack is made of 0.6 nm of SiO2 (dielectric constant
 = 3.9) and 2.4 nm of HfO2 ( = 20). Surface roughness
disorder (and remote Coulomb charges at the SiO2 /HfO2 interface when specified) are explicitly included in the geometries.
We use a Gaussian auto-correlation function model for SR
with correlation length ΛSR = 1.0 nm [31]. The current is
computed in a self-consistent NEGF framework [30], [32],
on top of the effective mass approximation (EMA) or two
bands k · p model for electrons, and on top of the three
bands k · p model for holes. The NEGF equations are solved
in a fully coupled mode space approach (80 modes to 420
modes depending on the device cross section and on the band
structure model), on a finite differences grid with step 2 Å.
Carrier-phonon scattering is described by local, imaginary selfenergies and the deformation potential theory. For electronphonon scattering, we include intra-valley acoustic phonon
scattering (with deformation potential Dac = 14.6 eV) and
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Fig. 1. Phonon+SR electron (a, c) and hole (b, d) mobilities in rectangular [100] and [110] GAA (a, b) and Trigate (c, d) SiNW devices as a function of
width (W ) or height (H) at carrier density n = 1013 cm−2 . The symbols are the NEGF results. The horizontal dashed lines, dash-dotted lines and dotted
lines are the reference NEGF mobilities in planar (100) DG, (100) FDSOI and (110) DG devices, respectively. The solid lines are the interpolations from
square NW devices to the limiting planar devices using Eqs. (2)–(3).

the 3 f -type and the 3 g-type processes of Ref. [33]. We use
a diagonal hole-phonon interaction with one single acoustic
deformation potential Dac = 16.5 eV and one single optical
deformation potential DKopt = 15 eV/Å [34]. Details about
the NEGF implementation can be found in Ref. [32].
The carrier mobility is calculated with two different methods. First, the quasi-Fermi level profile can be reconstructed
from the NEGF data, and the mobility extracted from the
slope of the quasi-Fermi level in the channel [35]. Second, the
mobility can be computed from the slope of the total resistance
R of the device with respect to the channel length L (numerical
transmission line method) [32]. This method is more accurate
but more demanding than the quasi-Fermi level analysis, since
the calculation must be repeated on long devices. The deviceto-device variability is small for SR but is significant once RCS
is included [32]. We choose the distributions of RCS charges
according to Ref. [32] in order to reduce that variability.
Morover, the mobilities are averaged over 5 distributions of
RCS charges (but a single SR profile). In the following, the
carrier densities per unit area are normalized with respect to
the perimeter Weff of the SiNWs (Weff = 2W + 2H for GAA
and Weff = W + 2H for Trigate devices).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Size dependence of the carrier mobilities
In this section, we analyze the dependence of the electron
and hole mobilities in rectangular GAA and Trigate SiNWs
on width W , height H, and orientation. For that purpose, we
have computed the phonon+SR mobility in devices with one
fixed dimension W or H = 7 nm, and the other dimension
ranging from 7 to 49 nm. The surface roughness rms is
∆SR = 0.45 nm. We have also computed the mobility for
the planar limits: in GAA SiNWs, W or H → ∞ corresponds
to a double-gate (DG) device. In Trigate SiNWs, H → ∞ also
corresponds to a DG device while W → ∞ corresponds to a
planar fully-depleted SOI (FDSOI) device. The electron and
hole band structures are described with the EMA and three
bands k · p models, respectively, and the wave function can
not penetrate into the oxide. The mobility has been extracted
from a quasi-Fermi level analysis in 30 nm long channels.
The results are shown in Fig. 1 (symbols). For electrons,
we find that (i) [100] n-NWFETs perform better than [110] nNWFETs, and (ii) [110] n-NWFETs with width W > H show
larger mobilities than [110] n-NWFETs with height H > W .
This holds for both GAA and Trigate devices. This can be
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TABLE I
PARAMETERS α (cm2 ), β (cm4 ) AND γRCS [ SEE E QS . (5) AND (6)] FOR THE PH, SR AND RCS ELECTRON AND HOLE MOBILITIES IN [100] AND [110]
SQUARE GAA S I NW AND DOUBLE GATE (DG) DEVICES . µ0 (cm2 /V/s) IS THE NEGF MOBILITY AT CARRIER DENSITY n0 = 2 × 1012 cm−2 .

Electrons
[100]
Holes
[100]
Electrons
[110]
Holes
[110]

Double Gate

Electrons
(100)
Holes
(100)
Electrons
(110)
Holes
(110)

Thickness (nm)
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10

µ0PH
372
476
509
68
88
100
417
459
452
216
213
205

αPH
2.73 × 10−14
1.38 × 10−14
6.34 × 10−14
−2.63 × 10−14
7.42 × 10−16
3.58 × 10−15
1.83 × 10−14
4.62 × 10−14
4.48 × 10−14
−2.51 × 10−16
−5.82 × 10−16
−4.44 × 10−14

βPH
−2.38 × 10−28
2.90 × 10−27
1.98 × 10−28
1.87 × 10−27
1.85 × 10−27
1.18 × 10−27
1.09 × 10−27
2.44 × 10−28
−4.74 × 10−28
3.85 × 10−27
3.06 × 10−27
5.22 × 10−27

µ0SR
953
1680
2200
102
304
749
648
1240
1620
336
451
682

αSR
−1.09 × 10−14
1.28 × 10−13
2.07 × 10−12
7.24 × 10−14
2.44 × 10−13
2.88 × 10−13
9.29 × 10−14
2.29 × 10−13
1.52 × 10−12
2.77 × 10−13
2.33 × 10−13
2.65 × 10−13

βSR
3.21 × 10−26
4.45 × 10−26
6.05 × 10−26
2.45 × 10−27
1.15 × 10−27
3.69 × 10−26
2.03 × 10−26
5.29 × 10−26
6.08 × 10−26
1.32 × 10−26
5.29 × 10−27
3.31 × 10−26

µ0RCS
281
463
491
203
458
506
317
486
474
310
425
585

γRCS
1.19
0.77
0.79
1.38
0.76
0.63
1.08
0.70
0.79
1.06
0.82
0.57

5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10

517
556
577
115
130
146
378
436
441
337
315
302

3.90 × 10−14
1.77 × 10−14
3.36 × 10−14
−1.63 × 10−14
−1.69 × 10−14
−2.51 × 10−14
−1.3 × 10−14
1.6 × 10−14
4.6 × 10−14
2.80 × 10−15
−2.60 × 10−14
−3.95 × 10−14

−6.27 × 10−28
8.94 × 10−28
4.98 × 10−28
9.53 × 10−28
1.15 × 10−27
3.59 × 10−27
1.4 × 10−27
1.3 × 10−27
−8.3 × 10−28
1.92 × 10−27
3.22 × 10−27
3.92 × 10−27

2360
3610
4250
396
957
1400
1130
2610
3150
1180
1530
1650

2.42 × 10−13
2.37 × 10−13
1.20 × 10−12
1.45 × 10−15
1.10 × 10−13
4.65 × 10−13
−3.7 × 10−15
1.7 × 10−13
1.4 × 10−12
3.86 × 10−13
5.62 × 10−13
1.25 × 10−12

9.56 × 10−27
4.43 × 10−26
1.24 × 10−25
9.17 × 10−27
3.49 × 10−26
7.23 × 10−26
1.1 × 10−26
4.9 × 10−26
1.9 × 10−25
−2.01 × 10−27
6.88 × 10−27
−3.64 × 10−27

547
676
736
85
158
302
524
677
728
158
216
271

0.88
0.77
0.68
1.79
1.49
0.98
1.06
0.72
0.66
1.47
1.22
1.02

explained by band structure effects [21]–[25]. In [100] SiNWs,
the ∆ valleys split into light (m∗ = 0.19 m0 ) ∆y,z valleys at
the Γ point, and much heavier (m∗ = 0.92 m0 ) ∆x valleys
at k 6= 0. In the strong inversion regime, the electron gas
is confined at the surface of the SiNW by the electric field,
mostly in the light ∆y valleys on the lateral (010) facets,
and mostly in the light ∆z valleys on the top and bottom
(001) facets. In [110] SiNWs, the ∆ valleys split into light
(m∗ = 0.19 m0 ) ∆z valleys at Γ and heavier (m∗ = 0.55 m0 )
∆x,y valley off Γ. Again, in the strong inversion regime the
electron gas is mostly confined in the light ∆z valleys on the
top and bottom (001) facets, but in the heavier ∆x,y valleys
on the lateral (11̄0) facets. Therefore, wide [110] SiNWs with
dominant (001) facets (W > H) perform better than tall [110]
SiNWs with dominant (11̄0) facets (W < H). Likewise, [100]
NWs with only {001} facets show better mobilities than [110]
SiNWs with mixed facets.
The trends are opposite for p-NWFETs. Tall [110] SiNWs
(H > W ) indeed perform better than wide [110] SiNWs
(W > H), and [110] always outperform [100] p-NWFETs.
These trends can again be understood with band structure
arguments [23]–[28]. Indeed, holes confined on {110} facets
tend to show lighter transport masses than holes confined on
{001} facets [36]. In strongly confined square [110] SiNWs,
the highest valence subbands have a clear light hole character
and are well separated from the others, while in square [100]
SiNWs, the topmost valence bands are almost degenerate and
heavy, which decreases carrier velocity and enhances intersubband scattering [24].
We find that the carrier mobility generally increases with
increasing NW cross section. The only exception is [110] ptype Trigate NWFETs with W > H [28], since the increase of
the (100) facet area with lower hole mobility is detrimental.

When increasing W or H, the carrier mobility tends to the
expected DG or FDSOI limit. However, the convergence can
be slow, especially for electrons in [110] SiNWs with W > H.
W and H play the same role in [100] GAA devices as (010)
and (001) facets are equivalent. This is not the case, however,
in [100] Trigate devices as the side and top/bottom facets are
not equivalent any more: the [100] Trigates with H  W
actually perform better than the [100] Trigates with W 
H. This is particularly evident for p-NWFETs. As a matter
of fact, the limiting (100) DG devices show better mobilities
than the limiting (100) FDSOI devices because the carriers are
distributed slightly more homogeneously over the thickness of
the film [37].
B. A simple interpolation model
In order to model these trends, we have analyzed the carrier
density in the channel. We focus on n-type GAA devices,
but the same arguments hold for Trigates. As shown in Fig.
2a, the density in the moderate to strong inversion regime
peaks in four “corner channels” that tend to merge in two
“side channels” when the size of the small facets is in the
sub-10 nm range [8]. The electron and hole mobility can then
be written:
nin
nside
µ=
µDG +
µside ,
(1)
nin + nside
nin + nside
where nin and nside are the charge densities per unit length in
the inner region and side channels of Fig. 2a, and µDG is the
mobility in the limiting DG device. The mobility µside in the
side channels can be extracted from the NEGF data at a given
size. We set T = 3.5 nm for the thickness of the side channels,
which gives a reasonable partition of the carrier density in the
n = 2 × 1012 − 1013 cm−2 range. µside is plotted in Fig. 2b
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TABLE II
S AME AS TABLE I BUT FOR SQUARE T RIGATE S I NW DEVICES AND (100) FDSOI DEVICES .

Square Trigate

Electrons
[100]
Holes
[100]
Electrons
[110]

FDSOI

Holes
[110]

Thickness (nm)
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10
5
7
10

µ0PH
378
482
514
67
87
98
425
467
452
219
211
205

αPH
2.90 × 10−14
1.14 × 10−14
5.17 × 10−14
−1.95 × 10−14
−6.82 × 10−15
1.86 × 10−14
1.46 × 10−14
4.13 × 10−14
4.11 × 10−14
−3.85 × 10−16
−3.59 × 10−14
−3.24 × 10−14

βPH
−6.58 × 10−28
1.93 × 10−27
3.21 × 10−28
1.18 × 10−27
2.37 × 10−27
2.53 × 10−28
8.94 × 10−28
9.01 × 10−29
−6.86 × 10−28
2.54 × 10−27
5.12 × 10−27
3.38 × 10−27

µ0SR
1000
1860
2390
107
356
853
703
1450
1800
369
501
722

αSR
3.60 × 10−14
2.26 × 10−13
2.49 × 10−12
5.17 × 10−14
3.04 × 10−13
1.55 × 10−12
9.66 × 10−14
2.66 × 10−13
1.70 × 10−12
2.19 × 10−13
3.28 × 10−13
3.73 × 10−13

βSR
2.45 × 10−26
3.10 × 10−26
2.43 × 10−26
2.72 × 10−27
−1.60 × 10−27
−2.28 × 10−26
1.56 × 10−26
4.86 × 10−26
3.66 × 10−26
1.21 × 10−26
−5.23 × 10−27
1.52 × 10−26

µ0RCS
330
493
559
118
159
309
411
465
589
186
207
229

γRCS
0.99
0.72
0.65
1.17
0.84
0.69
0.91
0.73
0.61
0.97
0.94
0.85

5
7
10
5
7
10

532
554
570
116
128
136

2.83 × 10−14
2.33 × 10−14
3.43 × 10−14
−3.65 × 10−17
1.54 × 10−14
3.45 × 10−14

5.69 × 10−28
9.76 × 10−28
3.12 × 10−28
1.15 × 10−27
4.24 × 10−28
−8.32 × 10−28

2180
2940
3460
366
895
1300

4.74 × 10−14
2.45 × 10−13
3.42 × 10−13
−1.21 × 10−14
3.28 × 10−16
1.27 × 10−13

4.29 × 10−26
6.50 × 10−26
1.00 × 10−25
1.76 × 10−26
6.57 × 10−26
1.43 × 10−25

628
750
852
151
221
309

0.77
0.67
0.59
1.32
1.05
0.84

Electrons
(100)
Holes
(100)

for [110] GAA SiNW devices. It is, as expected, smaller on
(11̄0) than on (001) facets. It is also smaller than in DG (or
FDSOI) devices due to lateral quantum confinement in the side
channel, which enhances SR and phonon scattering. µside is,
therefore, dependent on the thickness of the Si channel, which
is not accounted for in the simplest facet model [8], [11]. Eq.
(1) with the data of Fig. 2b provides a fair description of
the mobility for all sizes and carrier densities. nin increases
linearly with W or H, while nside remains nearly constant.
However, over 20% of the total charge remains located in
the side channels with much lower mobility even when W
or H ' 50 nm. This explains the slow convergence of the
mobility towards the planar limit.
We can further simplify the model if we assume that the
charge in both the inner and side channels is ruled by simple
electrostatics and is thus proportional to the inner/side perimeters, e.g. nin ' α(W − 2T ) and nside ' α(H + 2T ) when
W > H. Then Eq. (1) turns into a simple interpolation formula
between the mobility µSQ of the square NW (H = W ) and
the mobility of the limiting DG device µDG , namely:
2H
W −H
µDG +
µSQ
W +H
W +H
when W > H, and:
µ≈

(2a)

H −W
2W
µDG +
µSQ
(2b)
W +H
W +H
when W < H. For Trigate devices, the interpolation formula
is:
W −H
3H
µ≈
µFDSOI +
µSQ
(3a)
W + 2H
W + 2H
when W > H, and:
µ≈

H −W
3W
µDG +
µSQ .
(3b)
W + 2H
W + 2H
when W < H. In Eqs. (3), µFDSOI is the mobility of
the limiting FDSOI device, and µSQ the mobility of the
square Trigate device. These equations reproduce the NEGF
results very well over a wide range of dimensions and carrier
densities, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2c. The discrepancies
µ≈2

between this model and the NEGF data are maximal for [110]
GAA n-NWFETs with W > H.
C. Carrier mobilities in square nanowires and thin films
Eqs. (2) and (3) use the carrier mobilities of the square NW
devices (µSQ ) and of the limiting thin film devices (µDG and
µFDSOI ) as inputs. These mobilities are limited by phonons,
SR and RCS. In order to deembed the different contributions
in the experimental data, we have computed the PH, SR and
RCS mobilities in n-type and p-type, square Trigate and GAA
SiNW devices with various sizes (W = H = 5, 7, 10 nm),
and in the corresponding DG and FDSOI devices. The SR and
RCS mobilities are defined with respect to the phonon-limited
mobility µPH as
−1
−1
µ−1
M = µPH+M − µPH ,

(4)

where M is a given elastic mechanism (SR or RCS), and
µPH+M is the NEGF mobility computed with phonons and that
scattering mechanism. Including phonons in each calculation
limits wave interferences and localization, and the partial
mobilities defined above satisfy Matthiessen’s rule for multiple
mechanisms better than the usual, direct single mechanism
calculations [32]. We report data for a reference SR rms
ref
∆ref
SR = 0.45 nm and correlation length ΛSR = 1 nm, and for
ref
a reference density of RCS charges nRCS = 2 × 1013 cm−2 . It
is well known that the EMA tends to overestimate the electron
mobility though it is computationally less demanding. In what
follows, we have therefore employed a two bands k · p model
for the electrons in order to provide more accurate results
for comparison with experiment. The wave function is also
allowed to penetrate into the oxide layer. The carrier mobilities
are extracted with the transmission line method.
The phonon mobility µPH and the SR mobility µSR decrease, in general, as a function of carrier density. SR scattering is, however, dominant at high inversion density, as the
carriers get confined to the Si/SiO2 interface by the electric
field. µPH and µSR also tend to decrease when the cross
sectional area of the SiNW is reduced (except notably for [110]
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and αM , βM are fitting parameters. The values of µ0M , αM and
βM are reported in Tables I and II for all considered devices.
RCS is known to be a very important scattering mechanism
at low inversion density [39], [40]. It is, however, efficiently
screened by the electron gas at large carrier density. It can be
modeled by the following function:

H

γRCS

µRCS = µ0RCS (n/n0 )

(a)

Electron mobility [cm2/V/s]

700

Side Channel (H = 7 nm)

DG (100)

Side Channel (W = 7 nm)

DG (110)

600
500
400
300
200

1012

ref
where µref
SR is the SR mobility computed with ∆SR = 0.45 nm,
ref
ref
and µRCS is the RCS mobility computed with nRCS = 2×1013
cm−2 (Tables I and II). It should be noted that µSR also
depends on the correlation length ΛSR . However, different
(∆SR , ΛSR ) pairs can yield similar mobilities [41], so that ∆SR
and ΛSR can hardly be adjusted independently. Therefore, we
use ∆SR as the only parameter. Likewise, µRCS has a strong
exponential dependence on the thickness of the interfacial
layer of SiO2 [39], [40]; ∆SR and nRCS shall therefore
be regarded as “effective” parameters, especially if the gate
stack differs significantly from the present design. From a
practical point of view, ∆SR and nRCS can be adjusted on
the experimental mobilities measured on a few test devices,
then Eqs. (2), (3) and (7) used to interpolate/extrapolate the
mobilities for arbitrary rectangular nanowires.

(b)
1013

Electron density [cm−2]
(c)

300

D
G

250

150

Sq
H
H
H
H

= 14
= 21
= 35
= 49

nm,
nm,
nm,
nm,

W
W
W
W

=7
=7
=7
=7

ua
re

nm
nm
nm
nm

)
10
(1

Electron mobility [cm2/V/s]

350

200

(6)

where
is the RCS mobility at carrier density n0 , and
γRCS is an exponent that characterizes screening.
The total mobility µ can be reconstructed from the partial
PH, SR and RCS mobilities with Matthiessen’s rule. Since
µSR ∝ 1/∆2SR [31], [32] and µRCS ∝ 1/nRCS [39], [40], µ
can be written for arbitrary ∆SR and nRCS [34]:
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL DATA

1013

Electron density [cm ]
Fig. 2. (a) Map of the electron density in a rectangular [100] GAA device
with W = 49 nm and H = 7 nm, at carrier density n = 9.75 × 1012 cm−2 .
The charge can be split into two contributions, one from the “side channels”
with thickness T , and one from the inner region with width W − 2T . (b)
Phonon+SR electron mobility in the “side channels” of [110] GAA SiNWs
with W = 7 nm or H = 7 nm (extracted from the W = 7 nm×H = 14 nm
and W = 14 nm×H = 7 nm devices of Fig. 1, respectively, using T = 3.5
nm). The mobilities computed in 7 nm-thick (100) and (110) DG devices are
also plotted. (c) Phonon+SR electron mobility in [110] GAA SiNWs with
W = 7 nm as a function of carrier density for different H. The solid lines
are the interpolations with Eq. (2b), while the symbols, dashed and dash-dotted
lines are the raw NEGF mobilities.

p-NWFETs [38]). Structural confinement indeed enhances the
interactions with phonons and with surface roughness on all
facets. For practical purposes, µPH and µSR can be modeled
empirically with the following function for carrier densities n
in the 1012 − 1013 cm−2 range:
µM = µ0M

1 + αM n0 + βM n20
,
1 + α M n + βM n 2

(5)

where “M” is either “PH” or “SR”, µ0M is the “M”-limited
mobility at a reference carrier density n0 = 2 × 1012 cm−2 ,

As an illustration, we compare the calculated mobilities with
experimental data on rectangular Trigate devices with height
H = 11 nm fabricated at CEA/LETI [42]. The equivalent
oxide thickness (EOT) of the high-k/metal gate stack is
approximately 1.3 nm. The parameters ∆SR and nRCS in Eq.
(7) have been adjusted in order to reproduce the dependence
of the experimental mobility on carrier density for the ntype [110] square Trigate device and for the n-type, 11 nm
thick FDSOI device. In this procedure, we have used the
partial mobilities computed for the 10 nm square Trigate and
FDSOI thin film. The optimal values are ∆SR = 0.43 nm and
nRCS = 1.42 × 1013 cm−2 .
The mobility can then be computed for arbitrary n- and
p-type devices with Eq. (3a) and Tables I and II. The experimental and calculated mobilities are plotted as a function of
W in Fig. 3, at carrier density n = 1013 cm−2 . The agreement
is not perfect, but there is some experimental variability for
the smallest W ’s. We point out that we are not only able
to reproduce the mobility of the target [110] n-type Trigates,
but also the mobility of the [100] n-type Trigates and, more
importantly, of all p-type devices (which were not included
in the optimization of ∆SR and nRCS ). A two parameters
model for the mobility, Eq. (7), and the interpolation formula,
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range, and have given simple analytical expressions for practical usage. Finally, we have successfully validated these models
against experimental data on Trigate devices. The results shall
be useful for compact modeling and optimization of SiNW
devices such as FinFETs and stacked nanowire transistors.
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Fig. 3. (a) Electron and (b) hole mobilities as a function of W in rectangular
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Eq. (3a), can hence describe the experimental trends whatever
the SiNW orientation and nature of the carriers. The above
equations can, therefore, be used to explore the performances
of next generation FinFETs or stacked SiNWs devices.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
We have performed quantum calculations of the carrier
mobilities in n-type and p-type, gate-all-around and Trigate
SiNW devices using a non equilibrium Green’s Functions
approach. The mobility tends to the planar double gate or
FDSOI limit when the nanowire width or height is increased.
However, the convergence can be rather slow. This results from
the formation of “side channels” with low mobility. Their
contribution remains significant even in rectangular devices
with large width or height up to 50 nm.
We have derived from the numerical results a simple but
effective interpolation model for the size dependent carrier
mobilities in rectangular SiNW devices. The inputs of this
model are the mobilities of the square SiNW devices and
of the limiting thin film devices. Theses mobilities can be
reconstructed from the contributions of the main scattering
mechanisms using Matthiessen’s rule. We have therefore computed the phonons, SR and RCS mobilities of square SiNW
devices and thin films with various sizes in the sub-10 nm
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